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Turnkey Fuel Systems For Secure & Efficient Fueling

Highland Tank offers turnkey fuel dispensing packages
with many different options depending on site-specific needs.
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COMPLETE PACKAGES FOR SECURE AND EFFICIENT FUELING
Highland Tank’s Turnkey Fuel
Dispensing Systems include all of
the components necessary to fuel
an entire fleet from your private
facility, including the High-LINK
FuelShield Plus for fuel
management and level monitoring
together in one system.
Highland Tank has carefully
crafted nine prepackaged fuel
systems to suit the needs of any
size fueling operation. Every
system is designed to be
delivered completely assembled
to the site, including all plumbing,
wiring, and accessory mounting.
Every one of our designs
incorporates High-LINK integrated
systems for a truly complete fuel
dispensing system.

The 12,000-gallon Highland Tank
Fireguard shown here was
recently delivered to a large food
processing facility to fuel the
company’s own truck fleet and
will fuel 25-30 full-size semi-trucks
with on-road diesel. The SK-107
turnkey package installed on
both heads of the tank allows two
full-size semi-trucks with trailers
to pull up along each side of the
tank and fuel at the same time.
The SK-107 package utilizes
suction pumps for increased
pumping power and increased
safety measures during regular
pump maintenance.
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With a 23GPM flow rate, these
drivers will spend less time
fueling and more time delivering
food across the United States.
Each end works independently so
that if one pump is down for
maintenance, the site can still fuel
from the other end of the tank.
High-LINK FuelShield systems to
protect the site and monitor levels
to prevent theft, fraudulent
activity, and give the site
manager peace of mind. The
High-LINK software application
allows the site managers to easily
run transaction reports,
reconcile fuel costs and fuel use,
and monitor inventory to easily
schedule fuel deliveries and verify
the vendor’s delivery bill.
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The company decided to utilize
Highland Tank’s manufacturing
capacity and design to build
their fuel system because of the
convenience of a one-stop-shop
purchasing process to handle
their fuel island. In doing so, we
assisted the customer in creating
a design that will suit their needs.

We also made the installation
process easy by having a
pre-designed and prepackaged
system. The customer only
needed to provide their
electrical needs to enable
power to the tank. Once on site,
the fueling system was essentially
plug-and-play, allowing for speedy
site progress and reducing the
amount of on-site labor needed.

Highland Tank also provides
support and training for the fuel
dispensing systems and
software. The customer can make
one phone call to get easy
answers as questions arise.
Please reach out to Highland Tank
today to learn more about our
High-LINK line of products.

Call 814-893-5701 today
or visit us at

www.highlandtank.com

for more information on our High-LINK® systems.
Contact: Zach Pritts
Email: zpritts@highlandtank.com
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